
      SCDD PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT GRANT (PDG) 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

 

1. Can a proposal address only part of an objective? 

A proposal must address at least one objective from the State Plan 

Goal(s) that has been selected by the regional office from which you are 

applying. 
 

2. What types of entities or individuals are eligible to apply for the RFP? 

Under the Request For Proposal (RFP), an applicant must be identified 

that has a taxpayer ID, able to provide the required fiscal assurances, 

and meet all other requirements of the RFP. 

3. How detailed does the organizational chart need to be? 

Outside of what is written in the RFP, there are no specific rules 

regarding the level of detail of the organizational chart. Generally, an 

organizational chart should depict the structure of the organization and 

relationships of its positions. 
 

4. Do you need to have the original or “wet” signatures? 

Yes. Proposals must be submitted with the original signature(s). 
 

5. Are the letters of support included in the maximum 10-page limit 

mentioned for the narrative? 

No. Do not count letters of support toward the 10-page limit. 
 

6. Are the CV/ Resumes included in the 10-page limit? 

No. Do not count CV/Resumes toward the 10-page limit. 
 

7. What do we use the “SCDD Performance Measures C41 Final” (Exhibit 
‘B’) for? 

The “SCDD Performance Measures C41 Final” (Exhibit B - AIDD DD 

Council Performance Measures – June 2016) is used when determining 

outcome measurements and evaluation of your proposal. For example, if 



a proposal was providing a training to self-advocates and family 

advocates, the proposed outcome would identify how many self- 

advocates you intend to serve by IFA 1.1 “The number of people with 

developmental disabilities who participated…”. Likewise, if the training 

was aimed at serving family members then it would be IFA 1.2 “The 

number of family members who participated…”. If your proposal aims to 

train professionals, then you would use SC 1.4.1. If your proposal is 

intending to create or change policy or procedure you would use SC 

1.1.1. If your proposal intends to create or change statute or regulation 

you would use SC 1.2.1. 
 

8. If not matching money, what are some other examples of in-kind 
contributions? Are there supporting documents needed on our end when 
providing in-kind match contributions? 

The value of an in-kind contribution is the fair market value of the 

contribution and must meet the funding percentage requirement 

described in the Request for Proposal. The applicant must disclose the 

value of any in-kind contribution in its proposal and retain and produce 

as requested financial records and supporting documents establishing 

the valuation of any in-kind contributions. Supporting documents include 

items such as receipts, bills of sale, invoices, timesheets, etc. 

 

9. Can you provide us with some examples of disseminating information? 

Examples of disseminating information includes the publication of 
information through the distribution, promotion and general handling of 
electronic and print media, including printed flyers. 

 

10. Do you offer a grant review so someone can look at it beforehand to 
make sure we are on track and do not have any mistakes? 

No. SCDD does not provide any feedback for individual proposals. 
 

11. Are all the priorities in the State Plan being considered equally? 

The RFP is open to proposals which meet one or more of the State Plan 
goals and /or objectives. The goal and/or objective selected are not a 
weighted measure for the Evaluation Criteria. 



 

12. Can matching funds only be used for allowable Program Development 
Grant costs? 

Yes. An allowable cash match must include costs which are allowable 
with federal funds. 

 

13. Is it appropriate to ask about specific strategies? 

No. SCDD does not provide any feedback for individual proposals. 
 

14. From where do you get the Performance Measures provided in the 
RFP? 

The Performance Measures are from the federal Administration on 
Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (AIDD), SCDD’s federal 
funding agency. 

 

15. Where a proposal seeks to serve more than one objective, would it be 
allowable to specify more than goal area or objective? 

Yes. Please see answer to #1. 
 

16. Can members of the State Council on Developmental Disabilities write 
letters of support? 

Council members, including state department appointees and 
employees of the Council or Regional Offices, are ineligible to write 
letters of support. 

 

17. Is it acceptable to use Program Development Grant funds to leverage 
other funds? 

Yes. So long as the outputs/outcomes of the proposal do not depend on 
the leveraging of Program Development funds and are allowable costs. 

 
18. In general, I do not understand how these performance measures are 

supposed to work. I see an IFA1.1 which I presume relates to the State 
Plan in some way. 

Performance measures are used to identify outputs and/or outcomes of 
your proposal and measure the performance of the activity that you are 
proposing to conduct by addressing one or more of the SCDD goals 
and/or objectives. 



 

“IFA” is short for “individual and family advocacy.” IFA 1.1 is one of the 
performance measures and records information on the number of 
people with developmental disabilities who participated in Council 
supported activities that are “designed to increase their knowledge of 
how to take part in decisions that affect their lives, the lives of others, 
and/or systems.” The IFA 1.1 measure is based on how many self- 
advocates will be served by the proposed project. In comparison, the 
similar IFA 1.2 measure is based on how many family members will be 
served by the proposed project. 

 
There are other performance measures that provide information on 
systems change (abbreviated “SC”) activities. SC 2.1.1, for example, 
measures how many policies or practices will be improved by Council 
activities, including those performed under the Program Development 
Grant. 

 
19. “Deliverables and materials produced under the Program Development 

Grant would become property of SCDD.” Does this mean that the 
originating entity which creates the materials would be precluded from 
using the materials without permission from the SCDD? Or would the 
entities not be able to use the materials at all? 

Under the RFP, any and all products or any other object or deliverable 
produced under the grant is the property of the SCDD. However, it is up 
to the applicant to decide the scope of their proposal and how to 
describe the product, object, or deliverable that will be provided to the 
SCDD in exchange for Program Development Grant funds. Therefore, 
the answer to the question depends on how the applicant writes up their 
proposal. 

 
Whether materials that are the property of SCDD may be utilized by the 
applicant or another person after the conclusion of the Program 
Development Grant cycle also depends on the particular facts regarding 
the materials and the intended uses. In general, the SCDD welcomes 
collaboration and promotes information sharing among persons with 
intellectual and/or developmental disabilities, their families and 
community-based organizations supporting these persons. 



20. State Objective #6.1 says information will be translated into Spanish. 
Are other languages acceptable, such as Asian languages? 

Only Objective #6.1 requires translation into Spanish. Other languages 
are acceptable under any other State Plan objective(s) if the proposal 
meets the objective(s). 

 

21. Can a regional center apply? 

Provided eligibility requirements are met, there are no restrictions on 
who can apply. 

 

22. Can the funds be used to support an existing program? If the program 
started in March and the funds are used for expansion, is using funds for 
expansion of the existing program allowable? 

The purpose of the Program Development Grant is to fund new and 
innovative projects. Because each proposal is scored in accordance with 
the scoring evaluation, a proposal that expands on an existing program 
would need to address how it is new and innovative in accordance with 
the appropriate performance measures. 

In addition, Program Development Grant funds may not be used to 
supplant (take the place of or replace) non-federal funding. 

 

23. I noticed in the guidelines for the cover letter that it said the proposer 
must be financially capable of supporting the project. Does that mean all 
grant funds would come after the program is already up and running? 

Yes, if selected for funding all payments are made in arrears. 
 

24. We see that no faxes or emails will be accepted for the RFP. May the 
submission deadline be met with an electronically submitted copy (via 
upload to a designated site)? 

No. Electronic submissions will not be accepted. All documents 
contained in the original proposal package must have original signatures 
and must be signed by a person who is authorized to legally bind the 
proposing firm. All additional proposal sets may contain photocopies of 
the original package. 

 

 

 

 



 
25. We bill by project (publication), not by person or hours/time. Can we 

bill by project on this budget (we have for several other state councils 
over the past year or so - I have yet to break our budget down by 
person)? 
 
Complete the budget section as it relates to your project. Explain this 
in the budget justification. 
 

26. If so, how should we do that? We could pretty easily break the "project" 
down into smaller phases/portions so it perhaps makes more logical 
sense which portion goes with which team members if that would be 
acceptable.  
 
Please refer to the answer for question #25. 
 

27. Is lodging allowed for travel expenses? If so, I looked up the Cal HR 
travel reimbursements documentation as instructed, but the lodging 
reimbursements are pretty confusing.  

 
Rates vary by city, please use the following link for more information 
http://hrmanual.calhr.ca.gov/Home/ManualItem/1/2203; see short-
term lodging reimbursement. 
 

28. Is there guidelines for travel reimbursement for airfare? Everything 
else seems to have specific limitations/boundaries, but I couldn't find 
anything for airfare on the documentation.  

 
Select the Cheapest flight available, provide documentation. 
  

29. How do I measure something I really have no way to track, specifically 
how many "employers" read our publication and how many people with 
I/DD are hired as a result, although I know it will happen? Would be 
difficult for SCDD to track as well. For example, from module 3 training, 
one of the outputs mentioned is the number of people with I/DD who 
will benefit from the Fire Up training. How would that be measured 
when you have no idea who the different fire fighters will encounter?  
 
What you measure, and how you measure it is really up to you. You 
do not have to do a distal measure such as this one, it is just one 
metric.  
 
 
 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__hrmanual.calhr.ca.gov_Home_ManualItem_1_2203&d=DwMFAg&c=UXmaowRpu5bLSLEQRunJ2z-YIUZuUoa9Rw_x449Hd_Y&r=BFOJinJomwxRE_I9d1-BfPRYeDX_BidzXTUv0uPrhpY&m=fXC48KKd0QEBSafkqPN0E9qDr6XMjQa6FqLv1mwWe0k&s=5linH4TEvF69tCq0H6u2SYhj9nXkCnLhtyGAu7Bb_Ds&e=


However, you might be able to find a way to estimate these numbers. 
For example, is there a way to estimate the number of employers that 
read your publication based on the way you distribute the information? 
If you know of a few employers that do read your publication, you could 
do a brief call or survey with them asking about how the information 
has affected their hiring practices.  This does not give you a definitive 
number, as you mentioned, would provide some idea of the effect of 
your program. 
 

30. How far out in the future should we go with the outcomes? 
 

This is also up to you and will probably vary with the type of program. 
For a publication, if you are trying to affect hiring practices, you might 
want to see how it is going after about a year given how long it takes 
to change hiring practices, but it is up to you. 
 

31. We will be subcontracting newspaper printing to one of several printers 
we work with throughout the state. Which one specifically depends on 
a number of criteria, so it would be difficult for me to say who that will 
be at this point. We likely wouldn't know that until right around when 
the project starts. Am I required to specifically identify a printing 
company?  
 
No, you do not. However, your budget should reflect a true estimate of 
costs. 
 
Should I include a resume of someone from the printing company?  
 
You should provide a description of the responsibilities of the printing 
company and their ‘deliverable’ for the project. 
 
Should I add them to the org chart? 
 
As you will be subcontracting with them to perform a specific service. 
I don’t think so- it depends – if the printer is playing a primary role 
you may want to indicate who is responsible for the selection and 
oversight of the printer on your org chart. 


